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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 853
——-—
B3?!TDING WITH IARGE DEFLECTION OF A CLAMPED RECTA17GUL&~ P~TE
..— .
WITH LENGTHJf IIjTH RATIO or 1.5 UNDER NORllAL PRESSIJR3!
By Samuel Levy and Samuel Greenman ...
4
The Von Karman equations for a thin flat plaie wLth -+
large deflections are solved for the special case of a pl~te”’
with clamped edges having a ratio of length to.yi~th Of” 1.5” ~ ‘._,
and loaded by uniform normal pressure. Cente? de~l-ec-tions, ““
membrane stresses , and extreme-f iber ben”di”figstr-esse’s-a~—’ -“’z-’:
given as a function of pressure for center deflections up “-” ‘--””:
to twice the thickness of the plate. For small deflections ,,
the results coincide with those obtained by Hencky from the
linear theory. T.
-+ .-....”:=.
The maximum stresses and center deflection at high
pressures differ les6 than 3 pe~cent from those-derived ‘by ‘““
Boohno7 for an infinitely long plate with clamped edges. ‘- -;-.:
This agreement suggests that clamped plates with a length-
to-width ratio greater than 1.5 may be regarded as infi– ._-&





An exact solution for the small deflection of a rec-
tangular plate with clamped etiges having a ratio of lenkth= _.,_:~
to width of 1.5 was given by Hencky in reference 6“a:nd an
approximate” solut ien for large deflection was presented %y “-–
Way in refer e~ce 7. .
.—
Exact solutions fbr plates with-clamped edges under ‘.__—’
normal pressure producing large deflections have been de-
.--=
.-
rived for the twe extreme cases of the s ua~e plate (ref— “j--“--”-
erence 1) and the i,~finitely long plate 1reference 2).
Comparison of these two so~~tions shows that the maximum ‘
i3tre6Ses and the center deflections differ more than 20
percent. .- =-
=...--=x..—.
Experimental work (reference 3) indicates that a rec-
tangular plate having a length equal to twice its width
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‘It was decided to Investigate theoretically the tran-
sition from the square plate to the infinitely long plate
by deriving the solution for a plate of finite length so





Consider an initially flat rectangular plate of uni-






P normal pressure, assumed uniform
w normal displacement of points of middle surface
*
E Youngts modulus
v Poissonls ratio (0.316) ._J“.--:
3
D = --=-—-- flexura”l rigidity
12(1--+S)
XIY coordinate axes lying along edges of plate with
origin at one corner
.—
mx ~my edge bending moments per unit length about x and
Y axes , respectively
ax,ur,~ extreme-fi%er stressesXy
uix,a?
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3’ stress function
%~, n stress coefficients
Fxt Fy average median-fiber stresses in x and y
directions , ree Tecttvely





Pb(x?y)Unf.form nor’mal pressure p expressed as a
Fourier series
PC(X,Y) = Pa(x,Y) + P~[x,Y)
Pm,n coefficient in Fourier series for pressure,
pc(x,y) ——
c“ moment arm of auxiliary pressure distribution,
Pa(x,Y) .
k tnm, coefficients in Fourier series for mx and
‘Y ‘
respectively
m,n numbers that take on odd integral values , such as
1, 3, 5, ?, ...
Expressions for Stresses and Strains
The membrane stresses are related to the stress func–







The extreme-fiber bending stresses in the plate are re-









Eh a% “—— -—
xy=- 2 (I+*) bxay
J’
.-
The extreme-fiber bending stresses at “the edges of the
plate are related to the bending moments per unit length






= II . ~& 6~lt . _ ~




The etrains at the middl’e surface of the plate are, from
equation (1):
Relation between Xdgs Moments and lateral Pressure
(4)
,
The required edge moments mx, my will be replaced
by an auxiliary preseure distribution Pa(xsY) near the
edges of the plate as shown in figure 2. Expressing this k
pressure distribution by a Tourier series (reference 4)
r
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r
.
and letting the value of c approach zero, the auxiliary
pressure is -——..
m,
. . a. . .
m
.2 4mm Y 4nn sin nnyPa(x, Y)= mmx +F sin —‘Y ““a — ‘x -~ (5)L- ~2









where km, tn are coefficients to be determined later.
.,




Pa(x, Y) = —
~2
L
m=l,3. f.n=z ,3, . .
.The unifor”m pressure’ p nay also be-expressed %y a
Fourier series (referenbe 4) as
m=l,a... n=l ,3.,.
‘The addition of the uniform normal pressure pb(x, y)
to the auxiliary pressure Pa(x#Y) that replaces t“he
edge moments gives the total pressure acting
. .
-.
6. . . ,
.’J
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z mm xP nnym,n sin — sin —b (9)a





~ + nkm + mtnm,n ~2 ~~ )
(lo)
Relation between Stress B’unction F, Deflection w,
and Pressure Coefficients Pmtn
As the edge mombnts mx and
‘Y have been replaced
by the auxiliary pressure distribution Pa(X,Y) (see
equation (’7)),the general solution (reference 5) for the
simply supported rectangular plate may be applied, This
solut~on,was derived in terms of a I’eurier series from





b4w b4w b4W PC(X,Y) h (aw a2w+a2F hzw_2 ~zF d2W---+2--——+–--= —----f-- —- — — — —-—ax4 ax%y~ ayd D B by’ h’ iha ay’ - bXbY bXbY )
The deflection is described in reference 5 by
w= ~
m=l *3. ..i=l,3 ,3*.*
and the pressure by equation (9)
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PC(X, Y) = z r “-s’n-in~z” ’13)
m=l ,3... n=z ,3...






m=g, a,4 ... n=o, a,4 ...








m=l, s... n=l,3. ..
) (15)
m=l,3. . . n=~,so. . J
The general solution (reference 5) gives the membrane stress
function coefficients bm,n in terms of the deflection
function coefficients Wm,n. (The first 26 of these coef-
ficients bm,n are given in table 1.) Reference 5 also
gives the general form of the fam-ily of equations relating
the pressure pe and the deflection coefficients Ym,n”
(The first 60 terms in each of the first-33 of these equa- _____
tiQns are given in table 2 for Poissonis ratio v = 0.316.)
As an example of the kse of table 2, the first six terms
of the first equation are
.-
Vrl,l pa 4 -4
o=—–
pa4
0.0862 —- – 0.0862k&- - 9.0862tl—
h ~h 4 Eh4 31h4
( 3Wl;l? ()~1,1 “2W1,3+ 1.451 —- , -0.972 — —h~ h h (16)
w
The values of ‘h’n, not given in. table 2 can be de-
. .—A,
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termined with sufficient accuracy by na.glecting cubic
terms . They are then given by
(17)
Magnitude of Edge Moments mx and
‘Y
The edge moments must now be determined to satisfy
the condition of zero slope at the edges of the plate.
Setting the slope at the edges x = O, x =& equal to
zero gives from equation (12),
Ca
I ?’0= L mw sin qym,n b (18)
m=l ,3... n=z,3. .o
Similarly, ,eettiing the slope at the eagea y = o, y =11
equal to zero gives
m my- -
0 = L ) nw ~;n sin :5 (19)J-
nl=l ,3*.. n=l,3. ..
Xquation (18] is equivalent to the equations
o=wlJ+3w 3,1+ 5W5,1+ l , ,
1




0= W1,5+3W3,5+5W5,5 + . . .
.**. ,,.. . ..* .*** l ,,* ,.., ,,** l
and equation (19) is equivalent to the equations
o
=W1,1+3W1,3+5W1 ,5+ . l , )





= Wsi,l+3W5,3+5W5,5+ . . ,
l ,,.. *..*. ,,,.. .**.* .-mm, . . . .
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4
4
,,Substit)uting the values given in table 2 and eq~a–—”””
tion (17) for the deflection coefficients Wm n in9
equations (20a) and (20b) gives the equations ‘in table 3.
As an example of the use of table 3, the first few terms
in the first equation are
4 4
0 –.08862 ~ –t1260tl ~a- -.0862kl ~~
-pa4
=
–.006045kS —- l l ,
Eh4 ~h4 * ~4 Eh4
wl,l\=() (wl,l\2wl,3 %l\a W3, Z++1,446 –— -.938 — hjh (— +,596 --- —, .*h, h~h
(21)
Additional values of km and tn, for which terms involv-
ing the cubes of the deflection coefficients may be omit–
ted, are obtained by substitution from equation (17) into
equations (20a) and (20b) with the result :
03
-1
0 L 1 {1= -— ( )— + mnkm i- matn
( )
anna
m=l,3e. . ma + ——
2.25
I (22 )









Values of Deflection Coefficients
‘m,n
and Edge-Moment Coefficients km and tn
The method of obtaining the required values of the
deflection coefficients and the edge-moment coef—
..
‘m,n
.10 NACA ~echnica~ Note No. 853
fic?enta km and t~ consists in assuming values for
Wl, l “p&$
~1 ,“3 W3,1
.— and solvlng for —. -— s —,. ,kl, tl,
h Eh4’ h h’
k3,’t3, . . . by successive approximation from the silQul-
taneous equations in tables 2 and 3 and in equations (17)
and (22). These calculations have been made for 12 val-
Wl,l
ues of — and the corresponding values of the first
h
40 deflection coefficients
‘m,n and of-the first 14
moment coefficients km, tn are given in tables 4 and 5,
respectively. The error arising from the use of only
the first 60 terms in the equations in table 2 will be
considered in a later eection..
Center Deflection






) - (-1)7 Wm, n (23)
u
D3=1,3. *. n=l,3. . .
The aenter deflection is obtained by s~bstituting
from table 4 into equation (23) with the results given
in table 6 and in figure 3, Figure 3 shows that the
deflection against pressure curve deviates increasingly
from a straight line with increasing pressure. At a
deflection equal to the plate thiokness, the pressure
is about 60 percent higher than that given by the linear
theory (reference 6); whereas, at a deflection equal to
twice the plate thickness, the pressure is about 250
percent higher than that given by the linear theory.
Shape of Deflected Surface
The deflection cf th”~ plate along the transverse
center line is obta,ined by substituting the deflection
,
.-
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coefficients Wm ~ (table 4) into equation (12) and set–
s
ting y. = b/2* This cal,culatiog, has been made for very
....--..-=.._—..__.. _
..
small deflections ‘cente~ < ~ I and for the highest de-
-.. h ..
..
flect~on calculated, ‘center.;p. = 1.972, with t-he results
h.
given in figure 4. It is apparent ihat, as the center
deflection increases under increasing normal pressure, —.
catenary tensions become appreciable and the inflection
point is shifted toward the edges of the plate.
Bending Stress a% Midpoint of Long Edge
The extreme-fiber stress is a maximum on the pres-
sure side of the plate at the midpoint of the longer
edge . The extreme-fiber bending stress at this yoint
was obtained by..substituting equations (6) into equations
(3). This substitution gives, for the extreme-fiber
bending stress perpendicular to the longer edge at its
midpoint ,
..t
a’()(j Itx = 24 Pa4—— ----~ (t~ - t3 + t, - t,+. ..) (24)Eha TT3 Eh “x=o,y=b/B”
The”values of tn and given in table’ 5 were
,. ,- Eh4
substituted in” equation- (24)- with the results given in
table 6 and in figure 5. Figure 5 shows that the bend-
ing stress ’at the midpoint of the longer edge deviates l
inCreasin&ly from the linear. theory (reference 6), The .
deviation is about 35 percent when the deflection is
equal to the plate thickness and a%out 115 percent when
the deflection is twice the plate ,thickness. .
..
The extreme-fiber bending stress at the center of
the plate was not computed, since previous work on
square and on infinitely long plates (references 1 and
2, respectively) shows this stress to be considerably
smaller than at the midpoint of the longer edge.
. .-
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Membrane Stresses
The rnem%rane etresses in the plate are
obtained bY
substituting equation (14) ’into equations (1) and using
equations (15) and the eq~tions ‘n ‘ah~~,~p~~ ‘~~~rmine
the values of the stress coefficients
‘bm,n* This method gives, for the membrane stress perpen-









\ ‘~%~jx=o, ~=b/ ~ ‘( h)
(~1 ,3’9.=+ 25,17 ‘; 3)8+ 7,4G5 (wl.,s~z+ ~5,30 ‘6,1\a+ 4 “336(-X--) kh~ (-Z--)
w w w
w w1 )x 3$3
3.749wlh’~ -;:+ “.o.9100Jh+ J& - Z.”.osz-y- —h—
w
‘1 1 ‘5 *1 ‘1 ,3Wz,l ‘2,5 + ~.~~oa $ 3,1
+ 1.959-— —-
—- 8,502—h— ~-










W3,1 W1 ,6 6 ,1




‘1.,5 ‘6,1 +,. .(25)




and, for the membrane stress at the center
of the plat=
parallel to the shorter edge,
. .





Wl, l W3,1 Wl, l W3,3
h h
0.958 -=- —h— + 2.497 ~ ~
w 111 ‘zj Ei ‘1,2 W6,1 WI,3 W3,1
+ 7.91 —-— + 0,243&~
h h
—h— + 11.60 —K- ~-
..
W1,3 Ws ,1 WI 3 W5 ,1
- 6. 935~& + - 8.79 ——— - 6.115 -~ —-
h h h h
~3 ,1 W3 ,3 W3,1 W1 ,5 W3 ,1 W6 ,1
– 44.757 — -
h
30.’70~- — – 3.’740-y- -—h h
W3,3 ~1, s w3)3 ‘1 ,s Ws,l
+ 22.29—C- — + 29.25 — ~h~ + 26.56 ——. ..(26)+
h h h h
w .nl, n
The values of ~ giveri in table 4 have been ,
substituted into equati~ns (25) and (26) with the results
given in table 6 and figur~ 5. Figure 5 shows that, for
pressures less than 280 ‘pa /Eh4 (deflections less than
twice the plate thickness), the membrane stresses are small
cempared with the bending “stress at the midpoint of the
longer edge. It is also interesting to notice that the
nenbrane stress remains alnost the sane in going fron the
edge to the center of the plate. This result shows that
the stress distribution at the transverse center line
(Y = b/2) of a plate with b[a = 1.5 approaches the oon-
dition of conetant menhrane str”ess charac-te~istic of an
infinitely long plate (b/a +-~) .
—.
The naxifiun extreme-fiber stress (fig. 5), is ob-
tained by adding the bending and the me~brane stresses.
.14
.
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Convergence of SGlution
The. exactness of, the solution may be increased to ~nY &
desired degree by increasing the number of cubic terms in
the equations in table 2, In the present solution the
4 linear terms and 56 of the cuhi~ terms were included. w
The effect’ of limiting the number of cubic terms is brought
out in table 7 giving the ‘results of solutions using 0, IS
10, and 56 cu%ic terms. The O-oubfc-term solution corre-
sponds tc the linear theory; the l-cubic-term solutifan
w~,ltakee “account of the cube of - —; the 10-cu%~c–term
h Wl,l WI*3.
solution takes account of cubic products of
W3 1 ~’ h ‘
and —~-; and the 56-cu%ic-term eoluti~n-takes “account
h
WI-,1 WZS3 “WI,5of uubic products’ of W3$I W393-— .—- -—- and
W511 h h -Z-- h -Z--’
-T- ‘- Comparison of the results indicates that, for a
pressure ratio ~$ of 74.5 (center deflection about one
plate thickness), the convergence is rapid both”for center
deflection and extreme-fiber bending etress at the mid-
point of the longer side: whereas, for a pressure ratio
pa 4
of 282 (center deflection about twice the plate
;2
thickness), the convergence is sttll rapid for center de-
flection but.l~ss rapid for bending etress. It ie esti-
mated from table 7 that the max~mum error in table 6 is
less than 2 percent.
Cornpaifson with Results Obtained by Previou”s Authors
An exact solution of the problem of the clamped rec-
tangular (3:2) plate with small deflections was obtained
by Hencky (reference 6). His results are plotted in fdg-
ures 3 and 5 as linear theory. ~t is evident that, f-or
small deflections, Henckyls results are In agreement with
the results of the present paper.
The only previoue analysis of the large deflection
problem known to the author 1s” that by Way (reference 7),
who used the Ritz energy method with polynomials satisfy-
ing the boundary conditions and containing 11 undetermined
constants. Although his calculations were made for a
Yoissonls ratio of 0.3, it is known from Way8s analyei8 of
circular plates (reference 2, p. 340, fig. 132) that small
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changes in Foissonls ratio do not appreciably alter the
solution. In figures 6 and 7 are compared the results
l obtained %y Way, using 0.3 for Poisson’s ratio, and the
results obtained in the present paper, using 0.316 for
Potssonts ratio. The center deflection, according to
< Way, differs less than 3 percent from that obtained here
and the extreme-fiber bending stress at the mfditle of
the longer side differs less than 5 percent. The membrane
stresses obtained by Way are, however, a%out 40 percent
larger than those for the present paper~ This discrepancy
in membrane stress provides an explanation of the fact,
noted .by Way in referenee 7 (p. 127), that his total
stresses exoeeded those for an infinitely long plate
instead of being slightly less, as theymust actually be.
—
Comparison with Other ‘lExactttSolutione for Clamped Plates
The values of the center deflection and the maximum
stress are compared in.figures 8 anti 9 with the results
for an infinitely long’ rectangular plate (reference 2,
10-17), a square plate (reference 1), and a circular
~~~te (reference 8). As would be expeoted, the, 3:2 rec-
tangular plate Is more rigid than the infinitely long
rectangular plate of the same width; it is more flexible
than the square plate of the same width; and it is still
more flexible than the circul”ar plate having a diameter
equal to the width of the rectangular (3:.2) plate.
The smallness of the difference in deflection and in
stress between the plate with b/a = 1.5 and the infi-
nitely long plate leads to the conclusion that clamped
plates with length-width ratios greater than 1.5 may be
regarded as infinitely long plates for purposes of design.
CONCLUSIONS
The Von Kdrm~n equations have been solved for the
special case of a plate with clamped edges having a ratio
of length to width of 1.5 and loaded by uniform normal
pressure.
*
At a center deflection equal to the plate thickness,
the pressure is about 60 percent higher than that given
by the linear theory (reference 6); whereas, at a deflec-
tion equal to twice the plate thickness, the pressure is
about 3* times that given by the linear theory.
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As the center deflection inarease,s under increasing
n~rmal pressure, catenary iiensfons became appreciable and
the inflection point is shifted toward the edges of the
plate.
The lendlng stress at the midpoint of the longer
edge deviates about 35 percent from the linear theory.
when the deflection equals *he plate thickness. The de-
viation fncreases* to 115 percent at a deflection equal to
twice the plate thickness.
The menbrane stresses are small ocmpared with the
bending stress at the midpoint of the longer edge. The
membrane stress remains almost the same in gotng from the
edge t~ the center of the plate, Thfs result chows that
the stress distribution at the transverse center line
approaches the aondition of constant membrane stress
characteristic of an infinitely long plate.
The convergence of the solutien is such that esti-
mated maximum error is less than 2 perC8nt.
Comparison with Henc.kyls linear theory gives agree–
ment for small deflections, Comparison with Wayts ap-
proximate large deflation theory shows agreement w~thin
3 percent for center deflection fand 6 percent for extreme-
fiber bending stress at the middle of the longer side.
The membrane stresses by Way are, however, about 40 per-
cent larger than those Gbtafned here. This discrepancy
in mem3rane stress provides an explanation of the faot,
noted by “day. that his total stresses exceeded those for
an inf-initely long plate instead of being slightly less ,
as they must actually be.
Comparison with the exact solution for an infinitely
long plate leads to the conclusion that clamped plates
with length-width ratios greater than 1.5 may be regarded
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Table 1- Value of Stress Coefficients bm, n in Terms of
Deflection COeff~C~8ntS Wmin
l
= -*(2w121+1~w321+ 50w 2 -4w -~W1 ~Wl, ~-36w3 ,IW3,3bo,2 l # * 5,1 1,1W1,3 ,
4
-4wl,5wl,7- 4W1 l 7W1 l 9 -% ,llW1, 13-36W3 ,3W3 ,5-%,gwl,ll
2
+9Z$W7,1’**)
“ bosq = *(16wl.lwl*3-16wl olwl*5-16w~*3w~ 07-16w~95w~*9-16wl ~7wl$~l
-1%,9W1,13 -lGw1 ,llW1, 15+~44W3 ,1W3 ,3-~~W3 ,IW3 ,5
-144W 3,3 W3,7”*” )
b. G = ~ (3GWl,lW105-3GW1,1w1,7+Tgw1~3-36w1,3w1,9
9








bo,lo= m l,lwl,9-10%,lwl,ll ‘100wl,3wl,7 -1OOW 1,3W1,13




Table 1 (cont.) .
b~,la = *(l4~l,lwl,ll-l44wl,lwl,l3+l~wl,3~l,9-l4~l,3wl,l5
.














2,2 l,lwl,3 I,IW3,1 1,3W1,5 I,3W3,1
-@l,3w3,5 +144%vl,5wl.r 144W1,5W3,3 -64WI,5W3,7
b2 4s
+2%W1,7W1, g-25GW1,7W3,5 ‘-400W1*9W3,7+400W1,9W1, 11
+64w+57Gw1,11W1, 13
-16w3,~w5,3”””3.1’w5,1 )
= & (-4W +36w +36w -4W
1,1W1,3 1,1*1,5 I,1W3,3 1,1W3,5
.
+10.0W1,3W1, 7 -4W1 ~w3,7+1OOW1,3W3,I , +~9@5%,9
6W1 5w3,9+32QWl,7W~,~l-324wl,7w3,3
-19GW1,5W3,1-3 ,
-4$4W1 ~w3,5+676W1,11W1 ,15+196w3,#5,3” ““)+4*W1,9W1,13
l
Table 1 (cont.) 20
b26=
o
* @w~,Qw~ ~+64w@l 7+44~l,lw3k5-16wl,lw3,79 s
+144W +144W +256W1,5W1, ~1
1,3WI,9 l*3w3,3 +256w~,5w3,~
L16W +400W1,7W1,131,5W3,11 -4%,7W3,1+57%,9%,15 “’
-576wl,9w3,3-7~4w~,~~w3 ,~;””)
= ~ (-3GW1,1Wl,7+100Wl,1W1,g+10M1,1w3,7-36wI,Iw3,9b2,t3
-4W1,3W1,5 +19GW1,3W1,11+19GW10 3w3,5-4w1,3w3 ,~1
+ 24WI,5W3,3 -4%,5W3,13 +4t34w1,7w3,1+324w~,5wl,13 3
-900W1,11W3,3*”*)+4g4w 1,7W1,15 -G7GWI,9W3,1
+
+(-64w +144W +144W -64w




+400W +wow +576w +7g4w
1,5W1,15 1,5W3,5 1.7W3.,3 1,9W3,1
-1024wI,11W3, 1-129Gw1,13W3,3 -1600W 1,15W3,5”*” )
~+g(.loow +196w +196W -1OOW











b4, o = & (16W1,1W3 ,1-%, 1~~, 1










+4$4W -484W1 5W5 ,3+676W1;7W3,5ls5w3.7 l
+l~56wl,9w3*7” ““)
= ~~ [64w +64w .64w
+256w
















+4g4w +900W1,9W3,3 +1444W 1.11W3S5”””
)
+G76W1,5W5,1 1,7W3*1
E (-16w +144W -16w
+400 w

































f-~~ ~w503+lo~~ 1W5,5-396W1 3W5,1+676W1 5W5 1









*~ g (64w3,~w5,1” ”*)
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Table 4
Value of deflection ooefffcients
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Value of the moment ooefficientsv ~and ~, as a Sunctlon of




































































































































































































Center deflection, bending, membrane, and extreme fiber stresses. as a function .
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!I!ABLM7.- Convergence of Solution as the Number of Cubic
Terms Used in the Equations for Deflection and Moment
Coefficients 1s Increased from O to 56
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a Ertreme-fibar bm.iing etress in x-direction at A.
b Menbraoe ttrese in x-direotlon at A.
c Maximum mtrme<lber stress in x-direction at A.
d Membrane strew-in x-direotion at B.
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Figure 7.- Comparisonwith Way’e “
energy solution.
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o Square pi-ate,w = 0.316, referenoe 1.
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